
Adam B. Holt PROFESSIONAL DRUMMER/MUSICIAN/SONGWRITER

Adam brice holt first began playing drums at 
the age of 7 in his hometown of houston, 
texas. A self taught musician, adam picked up 
drums by listening to the radio. Along with 
natural talent, he was encouraged to pursue 
music by his parents, and has created a name 
for himself as a professional musician.

Adam has played with a variety of artists and 
bands since moving to los angeles in 2000. His 
drum style is heavily influenced by a variety of 
music styles including blues, R&B, hip hop, 
rock, and top 40. In the studio, adam has 
worked with high profile names, and 
grammy-award winning producers such as 
scott weiland, brian reeves, jim wirt, jeff blue, 
doug green, adam moseley, bruce sterling, 
greg sartigono, fingers & floss, and warren g.

In addition to his work with producers, 
adam has also recorded 14 songs with 
american idol top 12 finalist, sundance head, 
28 songs with code 1, and is currently in 
studio with Building a Better Spaceship. Adam 
was also featured on solarcade’s latest album, 
“Songs for the Gathering,” released earlier 
this year, as well as having written and 
recorded over 80 songs to date. 

Adam has opened for ground breaking, 
headliners including Puddle of Mudd, The 
Killers, 311, Hoobastank, 30 seconds to mars, 
lifehouse, and unwritten law.

Through Adam’s extensive work with classic 
and current bands, he is able to bring a unique 
style and sound to his employers and creates a 
unique opportunity for this sound to be 
exposed to a variety of audiences and venues.
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